
CLIENT CASE STUDY

Who is T5 Data Center?

Addressing the Issues

D&DT Solutions

T5 Data Center is a client that helps other  
companies specialize in custom IT solutions for 
any customer or business.

1. The issue was that the client’s underground parking is only  
available to people that work in the building and the ramp is  
commonly mistaken for public parking due to its location in  
downtown Minneapolis. 

2. The door at the bottom of the ramp needed to be replaced  
because they were closing prematurely on people entering  
parking garage.

1. D&DT installed a parking arm at the top of the ramp for  
employees to scan their badges for the arm to lift the gate  
to proceed down the ramp.

2. The door was replaced with a rubber door that is more durable 
and creates a better seal.

3. New light sensors & camera system were installed so employees 
know when it is safe to enter the garage.

4. A new looping sensor system was installed further back from the 
door so cars would not have to pull so close to the door to enter 
& prevent the door from closing too soon on vehicles.
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We recently had the pleasure of working with John, a sales representative who impressed me with his  
respectful and prompt responses. He was a pleasure to work with. Additionally, we were impressed with 
the door he installed - it was nicely made, strong, and durable. The motor was quiet and moved at a good 
pace for cars coming in. The controls were nicely laid out in the panel and responded quickly. Even the 
gate arm responded quickly, and it was tied into our existing loop detector under the concrete. Lastly, the 
lights on the gate arm and door were bright and could be seen in the middle of the day. The complete 
package was of quality design and lots of curb appeal. Overall, we were very pleased with the experience 
and highly recommend John and the product he installed.” -Brian Lach, T5 Data Centers
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